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New Products and Workflows for centralized and in-house production
New Products and Workflows for centralized and in-house production

Straumann Group portfolio for in-house and 3rd Party Milling

With CARES® Visual 12.1.2, the User is able to select prosthetic components for in-house or 3rd-Party Milling from the complete Medenika® and Neodent® portfolio.

Since not all Prosthetic components from the Straumann Group are available through centralized Milling yet, the CARES® User can now create these components with an in-house or partner milling unit.

All Implant Kits are available through the CARES® Visual update.
With CARES® Visual 12.1.2, the User is able to select prosthetic components from the Medenika® L and N Series portfolio.
New Software Workflows
New Software Workflows

Choice of different Scanbody types

(not available in all countries)

With CARES® Visual 12.1.2 the user can choose from the Straumann®, Medentika®, Neodent® or 3Shape® Scanbody. The Scanbody availability is dependent on the Implant connection type and brand.

The Type of Scanbody can be chosen after scanning.

**NOTE:** Please make sure you are using the correct scanbody for the Implant reconstruction. A wrong choice may lead to a wrong Implant position on the model.

**WARNING:** The 3Shape Scanbody can not be scanned using the Dental Wings Lab scanners!
New Products and Workflows for centralized and in-house production

Multiple Analog Types in the Model Builder

With CARES® Visual 12.1.2, the User is able to choose from multiple analog types and holders in the Model Builder.

**NOTE:** Please check all analogs Before finalizing the model.

The Neodent® and Medentika® analogs have been added to the Implant kit libraries.

The for the Straumann® NNC implant, the Medenika® analog has been added to the Implant kit. (not available in all countries)
New country-specific updates
New Products and Workflows for centralized and in-house production

Neodent CM Exact
Custom Abutment and Ti-Bases for the GM Line in Canada

With CARES® Visual 12.1.2, Users in Canada can choose to create a Custom Abutment using Neodent® CM Exact, as well as the Ti-Bases for the GM Line.
With the CARES® Visual 12.1.2, the following solutions are available and “FDA” registered

• Variobase™ Cylindrical for Bridge and Bar (Implant Level and Abutment Level)
New country specific updates

Japan

With the CARES® Visual 12.1.2, the following solutions are available and registered

• 3M™ Lava™ Plus Zirconia
New country specific updates

BeNeLux

With the CARES® Visual 12.1.2, the following solutions are available and registered

• Medentika® Portfolio for Belgium and Luxenburg
Bug Fixes

• Fixed the Issue that occurred when user were trying to send a Model to DREVE production

• Typo fixes in the material naming for LAVA Ultimate HT
Thank you
Visit: http://www.straumann.com